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ABSTRACT combination of plant back fittings and early and fast evacuation
plans could assure the necessary public protection in that unlikely

Emergency Plan simplification, could be achieved only if it can extreme situation.
proved, in a context of balanced national health protection
policies, that there is a reduced or no technical need for some However, even starting from the same considerations, criteria
elements of it and that public protection is assured in all for EPs were developed in different countries separately, with
considered situations regardless of protective actions outside the attention to the specific local conditions and giving different
plant. hese objectives may be technically supported if one or emphasis to plant backfittings and to extensive EPS. In general
more of the following conditions are complied with: European countries, having to deal with highly populated areas,
1. Accidents potentially releasing large aounts of fission favoured the first approach adopting for example in most cases

products can be ruled out by characteristics of the designs containment filtered venting systems to reduce the probability of
2. Plant engineered features (and the containment system in catastrophic containment failures, while in the US greater

particular) are able to drastically mitigate the radioactive importance has been given to EPs ranging up to IO miles for
releases under all conceivable scenarios. evacuation and 50 miles for ingestion pathway control. 'Me

3. A realistic approach to the consequence evaluation can different attitudes produced EPs significantly different in scope,
reduce the expected consequences to effects below any extension (in space and time) and in the periodic dflls
concern requirements, even for reactors of similar design. Therefore it

Unfortunately no one single approach is either technically feasible happened that plants in the same country with different levels of
or justified in a perspective of defense in depth and only a mix of safety had the same type of EPs and plants substantially identical
them may provide the necessary conditions. in different countries had very different EPs requirements. These

discrepancies caused in many cases also difficulties in
It appears that most or all proposed ALV*rR designs address the communicating with the public. People were inclined to consider
technical issues, whose solutions are the bases to eliminate the the largest emergency planning as the best one and as the only
need for a number of protective actions (evacuation, relocation, acceptable one.
sheltering, iodine tablets administration, etc.) even in the case of a
severe accident. Some designs are mainly oriented to prevent the Several years ago in the middle Eighties, when the de-facto
need for short term protective actions; they credit simplified moratorium for new reactors began in many countries, several
Emergency Plans or the capabilities of existing civil protection organizations (in particular interested utilities) started to discuss
organizations for public relocation in the long term, if needed. the requirements to be applied to a new generation of reactors yet
Others take also into account the overall releases to exclude or to be designed, mainly Advanced Light Water Reactors
minimize public relocation and land contamination. Design targets (ALWRs). At that time the hiatus in the construction of new
for population individual doses and for land contan-dnation plants appeared as a golden oppommity to optimize and
proposed in Italy are discussed in the paper. It is also shown that rationalize the design objectives and criteria, taking into account
these limits, while challenging, appear to bevithin the reach of the operating experience, the results of years of research, the
the next generation proposed designs currently studied in Italy. natural evolution and maturing of the technology and the higher

sensitivity of the public for the environmental issues together with
INTRODUCTION the non secondary aim of maintaining the economic

competitiveness of nuclear power. Goals such as design
Emergency Plans (EP) have been increasingly part of the simplification, improved man-machine interface, easier

defense in depth strategy for public protection in the nuclear maintenance and operation, design standardization and
industry, particularly after the TMI accident in 1979, when it certification were among the most important ones.
appeared clear to most people that severe accidents, involving
core melt and possible large releases, could not be ruled out When the Chernobyl accident happened in 1986, public
completely from "credible events". For operating reactors only a concerns about nuclear energy increased by a significant step, at
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least in Europe. In particular the most striking aspects were the are perfectly acceptable from the safety point of view as
abandonment of towns for a very long period and banning of recognized in all international forums; in general they have
common foods, such as milk or green leaf vegetables even at long sophisticated emergency procedures and they rely on public
distances (e.g. Italy). The additional difficulties for nuclear power evacuation to protect the people in the extremely unlikely situation
contributed to a more proactive attitude of many organizations of a large release from the plant. This strategy is perfectly sound
involved in these new designs in supporting more aggressive goals if the population has matured to the point of understanding and
in terms of safety. he main aim was to improve both prevention accepting it. Technological evolution should not in general make
and mitigation and to disconnect, as much as possible, the events, obsolete previous vintage equipment. For example today's more
even those very unlikely, which may happen inside the plants from economic and more computer controlled two-engine panes can
the effects on the external environment and the population. cross the Atlantic, while in the past four engines were required.

This did not make obsolete 747s, and this is perfectly accepted by
A key objective of this revised approach to safety was that the public. The same is with now car models with added safety

extensive and complex EPs, and, in particular rapid public features. Therefore we do not support any extrapolation of what
evacuation, should not be considered an important part of the we are saying in this paper to currently operating plants.
protection strategy of the public, in the assumption that this would
not be considered as acceptable by the population as it was
considered before. Both individual doses and land contamination THE GROWING CONSENSUS
would have to be limited by the plant characteristics.only for all
credible events. In this section we would like to quote a few references as a

clear indication of the growing consensus worldwide on the issue
In general not only the risk of being evacuated was concerning of EP simplification.

the public, but the simple existence of a complex and specific EP
was in some cases interpreted by the public as the proof of the First of all we mention the conclusions and recommendations
special danger produced by NPPs, compared with the much more about issue paper IV "The next generation of nuclear power
limited (or even not-existing) plans for other hazardous industries. plants" of the 1991 L4,EA Conference on reactor safetyl: "The
A simplification in the emergency planning requirements to levels consensus was achieved that emergency plansfor the next
comparable to those applied to other industries would be also a generation ofnuclearpowerplants should be simplified. Some
concrete, visible proof that nuclear technology has matured in the partecipants wished to reach the condition that emergencyplans
last 50 years and nuclear plants can be treated accordingly. could be limited to the plant site. Others expressed the opinion

that general emergencyplanning must be retained as a part of
All the previous considerations assume that EPs for ALVV`R the defense in depth principle in the framework ofa national

designs would have to be tailored to the characteristics of reactor P-lam for all Noes of emergencies" (emphasis added).
performance from a perspective of public protection optimization.
In particular, it is assumed that, when it is demonstrated that there At the same conference Mr. K. Topfer, German Minister for
is no need for short term protective actions, all elements of the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, acting as
plans related to public evacuation (e.g. sirens, emergency drills, Conference President, in his closing statement saidl: "A consensus
etc.) could be eminated. Any actions which could be decided by has been achievedthat(nextgeneration nuclearpowerplants)
the authorities will occur in the long term (at least after one day or will have a strenghtened containment due to the inclusion of the
more from the start of releases) and could be handled (both for consideration ofsevere accidents in the design. Thefinal
extension and complexity) by the provisions already existing in objective is to limit damage to within the boundary ofthe site".
the civil protection national organization; the latter already have to
consider both conventional industry accidents, natural disasters With reference to the utility side we could mention the latest
and radiological emergencies caused by sources different from updates to EPRI URD (Utility Requirements Document)2
power plants and atmospheric fallout from different sources. We requiring that: "The passive AWR shall be designed to provide a
are confident that this approach would make the plants completely technical basisfor simplification ofplume exposure pathway-
"forgettable" by the public. related off-site emergencyplanning. The intent is to retain the

on-site emergencyplan and certain off-site planning elements,
From the utility viewpoint EP is implying also a substantial but demonstrate that doses are low enough that existing

cost; it has also been often a source of arguments with local hazardous materialfacility emergency response plans, required
authorities, and in some cases the reason for a project failure. by State and Federal laws, are sufficient ..... Dose at the site
Therefore EP simplification would also be a major economic boundary.. shall be shown not to exceed I remfor a period
incentive for introducing more advanced (and probably more consisting oftimefor accident detection, notfication, and ad hoc
costly) safety features. evacuation. A period ofapproximately 24 hoursfrom the start of

release offission products is considered sufficient.
Later in this paper we will specify, in our opinion, which

elements of Emergency Plans are expected to remain valid and in Going to the European scene we could mention that Pierre
some cases even a limited (in space and time) relocation of small Bacher, EdF Director and Chairman of the Program Committe of
segments of the population after the first day or so from the start Topnux 93 in its closing remarks at the conferences said: there
of releases ould be considered in an optimization strategy. seems today to be a convergence towards the practical

elimination through design measures ofaccidents leading to an
Before starting the discussion on ALWR designs, I would like earlyfailure ofthe containment, and a limitation ofoff-site

to spend a few words on currently operating plants. Most of them radioactive releases both as regards exposures (no mcessittyfor
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evacuation of the people leaving near the plant) andfood adopting to the extent possible proven technology. However it is
contamination (destruction of the crops limited to one season). of foremost importance for ALWRs to iprove accident

prevention to the extent possible.
Also the European Utility Requirements, in preparation by

seven leading European utilities, are currently incorporating the Condition 2 would be very difficult to comply with in case of
same objectives4, which are currently expressed in the following extremely energetic severe accident phenomena (such as hydrogen
terms: "Forfaults and accidents within the design basis, the detonation or direct containment heating (DCH) by expelled core
objective is that there be no off-site consequences in terms of debris), while it is certainly possible to drastically limit
evacuation or sheltering.. radioactive releases in a large number of less energetic severe
Probabilistic targets include... a target of less than 10-6per accident sequences. In our view the improvements to the
year ofexceeding a radiological discharge corresponding to containment system design in respect to severe accident challenges
about 0 I Yo ofthe volatiles ..... These targets.. are aimed at will be one of the real steps forward in safety8.
achieving .. [imitation of the extent ofoff-site measures in case of
severe accidents" Condition 3 is another important contribution to the reduction

of environmental consequences, since the current rethinking of
From the Vendors point of view we could mention the AP600 new designs is a golden opportunity for incorporating the results

goals5: "A goal ofthe AP600 program is to limit the whole body of several important research activities in the field of severe
dose to less than I rem (0. 01 Sv) limit at the site boundary. This accidents, in particular after the TMI accident. Most of these
will support the technicaljustification to reduce the emergency research have proven the existence of very large margins in the
planning zone to the 0. 5 mile (800 m) site boundary.". current assessements.
and from NP16 for EPR
"...the -PR releasesfor the mostprobable severe accidents shall Figure I gives a qualitative indication of the modifications in
be limited tofigures which enable limitation ofoff-site the design approaches between current plants and proposed
emergency response actions to an acceptable level. More designs for future plants.
specifically, the containment retention shall be such, that off-site
emergency response actions like evacuation or relocation shall

APPROAM TO ACMEM "PROAMTOSEVERgAOCOMM
be restricted to small and defined exclusion areas. FOR �=Js FORNEXT UR-4MAM ON PLArM

E� w .,Wd..d
And finally the recent agreement between the French and

German Safety Authorities7 not only confirms these objectives,
but includes also the limitation of the onsite contamination.

&�.p.d
DESIGN EVOLUTION FOR ALWRS .h.d�-

.pd pbl.

A review of the new design approaches to support the claim for E-0 b.

better prevention and better mitigation in ALWR designs would -d-di�th. dg

require a much longer paper. In the following we will try to briefly - t.
summarize some iportant elements of the strategy to cope with I-Pid

severe accident challenges and, in particular, with the containment ddg. b.- C.-

design.

Emergency Plan smplification could be achieved only if it can
be proved, in a context of balanced national health protection
policies, that there is a reduced or no technical need for at least Figure 
some elements of it and that public protection is assured in all Approaches to severe accidents

considered situations regardless of protective actions outside the Figure 1, of course, cannot reflect all aspects of safety
plant. These objectives may be technically supported if one or
more of the following conditions are complied with: improvements. There are other aspects which are extremely
1 . Accidents potentially releasing large amounts of fission relevant for the subject of this paper, for example:

products can be ruled out by characteristics of the designs. 0 the extension of the so-called "grace period", i.e. the period in
2. Plant engineered features (and the containment system in which no credit is given to operator actions to assure the

particular) are able to drastically mitigate the radioactive safety objectives, and
releases. * the ample opportunities for accident management and

3 A realistic approach to the consequence evaluation can recovery, through design margins and better man-machine
reduce the expected consequences to effects below any interfaces.
concern. As shown in figure I in the severe accident mitigation area,

Unfortunately no one single approach is either technically practically all ALWR designs include explicit and systematic
feasible or justified in a perspective of defense in depth and only a provisions to mitigate credible severe accident related phenomena.
rnix of them may provide the necessary conditions. In the following a brief summary of the current established or

emerging positions are outlined and commented.

Condition I cannot be reached in the proposed designs of the
ALWRs, since it does not appear compatible with the goal of
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One of the bases of the new approach is factoring in the design fully considered in the PRA evaluations) which can prevent large
the results of the last decade of research on severe accidents, both releases before they happen. The reliability of human
on the phenomenology side and specifically in the source term interventions, severe accident management actions and internal
domain. In our view available information may be already emergency plans iprove dramatically with the available tme;
sufficient to support the ALWR design process for severe therefore, since the available time for most actions is greatly
accidents. Remaining uncertainties will require some extra- extended in ALWR designs, so is the additional safety margin
margins in design, but these seem to be compatible with an provided, not shown in Table .
adequate demonstration of safety and, at the same time,
compatible with the economical goals. Research activities shall go Table I
on anyway in a continuous strive for better understanding and Probabilities (events/year) of various containment failure
modelling of the severe accident phenomena and for a further modes
reduction of these design extra-margins WASH-1400 German NURFG AP-600

(Surry) risk study - 1150 PRA
With reference to ALWR designs we will try to summarize Phase 1 (Surry)

some common approaches to cope with severe accidents. 1975 (Biblis)
The high pressure scenario and the loads associated with the In-vessel 1981 1990 1992
DCH may be considered quite negligible since most steam 4E-7 2E-6 IE-7 negligible
proposed safety strategies are depressurization-based. explosion
Reliability and redundancy in the depressurization systems, (a) I I
and the large time window available for their initiation Containmentvessel basernat 3E-5 SE-9
ensures that depressurization will be achieved in any penetration
conditions. (6)
The in-vessel steam explosion does not provide a credible Hydrogen 9E_5 4E-6
containment failure mode; this is a case where the combustion 7E-7
conclusions of WASH-1400 have been considerably (,Y)
changed. Additional research may be useful to improve Overpressure 4E-6

(8)
knowledge on potential vessel head or vessel bottom failure Containment 5E-8 IE-8
mode, but containment consequential failure could be ruled leakage
out. (0) 4E-6
Ex-vessel steam explosions will not endanger a large dry Containment 4E-6 4E-6 1E-8
containment such as the AP600 one. However the most bypass
promising strategy is to assure the in-vessel coolability of I (V sequence) I I

the coriurn, provided that the reactor cavity flooding POSSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT GOALS FOR
reliability might be slightly improved. ALWRS

• Hydrogen combustion may be considered a resolved issue,
since, for example, the dry containment free volunte is large The most challenging design objective would be, of course, to
enough to accomodate large amounts of hydrogen without limit the releases in case of severe accidents at levels so low that
reaching the detonation threshold (75% of the active fuel there is no need of any relocation of the public both in the short
cladding without exceeding 13% of hydrogen concentration and in the long term and to eliminate any need for restrictions of
at dry conditions in the case of AP600). In addition the land uses. 'Me problem is to define the individual doses and land
presence of igniters and catalytic recombiners can control contamination levels that would not require protective actions and
even larger amounts of hydrogen keeping the average would allow the meeting of these goals; at the same time it is very
concentration in dry conditions below 10%. important to define the methodology to be used to prove the

• With reference to debris coolability, while die ex-vessel compliance with the limits,
coolability appears to be achievable by coriurn spreading in
reactor cavity and flooding it on the top (while several With reference to the methodology it is generally agreed that
proposals are under discussion also for adoption of various realistic evaluations are to be used for these very unlikely events.
options of core-catchers), probably the most promising This implies in general the use of best estimate pararneters: and
approach (at least for low power density cores) is again the probabilistic treatment of the meteorological conditions; several
possibility of keeping the corium. in-vessel by externally computer codes are available to estimate the fission product
flooding the vessel. dispersion in the envirorunent and the resulting impacts. All the

The improvements both in technology and in the assessment of evaluations that will be presented hereafter have been carried out
the severe accident phenomena are reflected in Table 1, where a with the code MACCS 1.5 (MELCOR Accident Consequence
very schematic indication is given about the evolution of the Code System). MACCS code uses a straightline Gaussian model
probabilities of containment failures as assessed in various PRA for calculation of transport and dispersion of the plume. These
studies (figures are all related to internal events only) calculations use the sequence of successive hourly meteorological

data statistically treated. Meteorological data are based on EPRI

It should be noted that, in the case of AP600, the practical URD reference site, which has been proved to encompass more
than 80% of the existing US nuclear sites both for meteorological

elimination of the a mode implies a further reduced importance of conditions and for population density9.
other containment failure modes. In all other cases there are ample
margins for operator recovery and emergency procedures (not
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In order to give some data on the meteorological characteristics in the absence of any protective action could be that
of the EPRI site and to put in a better perspective the additional corresponding to the upper PAG, above which protective actions
evaluations we present later, we report in figure 2 the mean X/Q are required to prevent unacceptable consequences. ENEL has
values for 24 hours ground and elevated releases. been using as proposed design goal the US EPA upper PAG of

50 mSv. In addition the design criteria require that the 10 mSv
With reference to individual dose design goals, it is generally isodose line shall be as close as possible to the plant, so that the

agreed that for EP simplification the calculated individual doses area in which this limit is exceeded in the entire accident period is
should be less than the lowest intervention levels for protection of very limited and so are the problems associated with possible
the public in a radiological emergency, but there is no general unplanned limited public relocation for dose optimization actions.
agreement on the quantitative values to be adopted. Intervention According to a series of calculations carried out with MACCS 15
levels vary from country to country: the lowest intervention levels and an isotope mix typical of a severe accident and intact
for evacuation are in the range of 10 to 100 mSv committed containment, if the goal of 5 rem is complied with at the site
efflective dose equivalent, and the ighest ones about 500 mSv. boundary, the individual doses would stay below I rem beyond
The most restrictive values are those adopted by US about 1.5 mi. 2400 m). A typical curve of dose reduction with
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), whose limits are distance for ground release is reported in fig. 3.
respectively IO and 50 mSv. It was decided by ENEL, as well as
by EPRI, that for design purposes individual dose comparison had 5
to be made with the EPA Protective Action Guidelines (PAGs). 4,5 T

4
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Distance from the reactor (m) Dose reduction with distance from the reactor

Figure 2 In order to give an impression of how the involved population
X/Q values would increase with the distance in figure 4 we have reported the

total population increase with distance for the EPRI reference site
Environmental impact design objectives proposed by ENEL are (EPRl-URD are not reporting currently population data for
articulated in the following way: reference site; data used only for illustration purposes are derived
I from time (start of large release) to 24 or 36 hours (exact from the previous revision of the document). It shall be realized

time not relevant for the discussion) that in Europe most sites will present a much steeper rise with
2. from time to the termination of all releases from the plant distance. Even in the long term, planned or unplanned relocation is

(containment completely and stably depressurized) realistically conceivable only if the affected population is very
3 dose integrated for 5 0 years after the accident limited and, therefore, it is important the sharp decrease of dose
4. integrated release Of CS137 during the entire accident with distance.

The reason why ENEL decided to have a separate goal for the The third goal is the one related to the dose to an individual
first period is that this period could be sufficient to organize with living and working 50 years exactly at the plant fence after the
the existing resources of the civil protection organization an ad- accident. The ENEL's proposed design goal is I 0 mSv, which
hoc relocation of affected people in the assumption that, if any, it means less than 2 mSv/year average (about the oscillation of the
would be needed in a very limited area The goal is aintain the background radiation in Italy). It is very iportant to underline

'individual doses at the site fence below the lower PAG, e.g. IO that the calculated values are for all pathways, except ingestion,
msv. and are absolutely unrealistic, since people will never stay 0

years constantly at the site fence. However this approximation
The requirements for the rest of the accident have been may be considered acceptable for design purposes.

discussed internationally with much less detail and some
discrepancies still exist. ENEL feels that the releases should be The issue of land contamination has also to be addressed.
terminated as soon as possible as a requirement, even if the source However there are no consolidated limit of ground contamination,
term (at least in terms of suspended aerosols) would rapidly which would allow continuation of land use (industrial,
decrease, because this could probably avoid the need also of a agricultural, etc.) and, therefore, ENEL found difficult to express
delayed relocation and would limit land contamination. A possible the limits in terms of B/m2 for each isotope. At the same time it
design goal for the committed effective dose equivalent for an should be clarified that the effects of the land contamination on
individual standing at the site fence for the entire accident duration the individual doses are considered in the dose calculations and the
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scope of this separate limit is to maintain the use of the territory even in a passive plant; there are several proposed passive
surrounding the plant. A limit expressed in terms of releases of ventilation systems, able to credit a slight depressurization in the
Cs 1 37 integrated by the entire accident duration has been secondary building acting as a secondary containment.
considered as a provisional practical requirement for the
designers. In order to give some perspective to these values we could

mention that the highest ground concentrations of total Cesium
after the Chernobyl accident were in the order of 1016 Bq/m2 in

1000000. SwedenandintheorderoflO'5Bq/m2innorthemltaly This

100000 means that at the site boundary we would have the Swedish
contamination and at 4 Ian the Italian contairdnation. For the case

10000 of elevated release of 10 TBq of Cs137, we would have already at

1000 the site boundary the contamination we had in northern Italy. Both
contamination levels, while implying some considerations of

100 foodstuff control for dose optimization, did not cause long term
damages or measurable effects.

10

I .... It is worth noting that all these calculations are conservative,
0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 particularly regarding the assumptions for individual doses. To

calculate doses for individuals staying indefinitely at the site
Distance from reactor n) boundary is certainly a conservative assumption difficult to

Figure 4 support in reality, but it is a prudent simplification for the scope
Total population increase with distance of these calculations. It is also iportant to note that all results

previously presented are mean values in accordance with the PRA

Assuirdng realistic hypotheses and calculations, the limit of 10 commonly used point estimates.
T`Bq Of CS 137, or about 5 * I 0-5 core inventory ftaction for the
AP600 appears to be adequate to the scope and feasible. It could CONCLUSIONS
be just mentioned that, according to the figures reported in the
AP600 Standard Safety Analygis Report10 the CsI MAAP group EP simplification is a strategic fundamental goal in the design
-ore inventory release fraction ftom the plant in the first 24 hours of next generation plants. In particular the objective of avoiding
isbelow 6*10-7 inthecaseofthebasesevereaccident any consequences to the population and the environment beyond
sequence with the intact containment. the utility properties for at least one day in all credible events is a

goal generally shared by nuclear industry. But avoiding possibly
In figure the ground concentrations are reported for a total any population relocation beyond one day is important as well.

release of 10 TBq Of Cs137; concentrations are calculated with a Other associated goals, such as a limitation of land contamination
modified version of MACCS 1.5 using the EPRI URD reference and also the plant site contamination, are discusssed and
site. Also Sr90 (the other marker of long term contamination) consensus on them is growing.

concentrations are reported, maintaining the same release ratio to It has been shown that this objective, while challenging, is
Cs 137 (about I to 25 in Bq) as in the AP600 PRA severe accident
base sequence with intact containment. within the reach of new designs, which factoring the extensive

operating experience of LWRs and results of important research
CsI37-ground activities.in the last years, will include explicitly in the design

,;Z 1,00E+06 release protection against severe accidents.
S60-ground
release It is however necessary that this connection between plant

1,OOE+05 design enhanced characteristics and EP smplification is
release recognized in a context of optimization of public protection.

. . . Sr9O-90 rn me I
Currently operating plants, which have been licensed with El's1,00E+04
responding to current criteria, are providing in general a
population protection level comparable with ALWRs and, from

1,00E+03 this point of view, they are perfectly acceptable. Their presence,
J-6 1 however, should not justify refusing the inherent safety potentials

of new designs.
1,00E+02 1 -

0 5.000 10.000 15.000 20.000 Finally it shall be recognized that, it is certainly necessary to
Distance from reactor (in) discuss more in detail the quantitative objectives for

Figure 5 environmental impact and the associated methodologies for their

Ground concentrations calculation, also in a quest for international consensus, in
particular for the land contamination limits, but it appears that a

First of all it can be shown, as expected, that if it is possible to reasonable agreement is possible.

credit an elevated release (niffiiinizirng also containment bypass

pathways) the corresponding ground concentration is reduced by

one order ofmagnitude or more. Elevated releases are possible
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